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Assault Pistols: The Next Wave
In early March 2011, indictments were handed down in U.S. District Courts
in Texas and New Mexico in two gun trafficking cases. Like the majority of gun
trafficking cases along the border between the U.S. and Mexico, both traveled a
familiar path. Rings of straw purchasers in each state worked together to illegally
purchase military-style firearms easily available on the U.S. civilian market.1 The
goal? Trafficking the weapons to Mexico where such weapons are illegal and a
ready market of drug traffickers and other criminals exist for them.2
In both cases, like virtually all other similar trans-border trafficking cases in
this region, the traffickers favored a reliable and easily available mix of military
style weaponry: assault rifle models like the AR-15 and AK-47; high-capacity
pistols; and, the latest growth area in America’s burgeoning assault weapon
arsenal, semi-automatic assault pistols.
In the Texas case, United States v. Zuniga,3 among the illegally obtained
guns named in the indictment were 13 assault pistols, six of which were Century
International Arms Draco AK-47 assault pistols (the remainder were Kel-Tec PLR 16
assault pistols).
The same month that the indictments were handed down, Tactical Weapons
magazine offered a review of the Draco AK-47 assault pistol. After detailing its
military pedigree and suitability as a PDW (Personal Defense Weapon), the article
approvingly noted that the “result is a 5.5 pound pistol with an overall length of
20.5 inches that offers full rifle power in a very compact package—A desirable
combination for many!”4 Or as one Texas gun store, Champion Firearms,
exclaimed on its website:
[T]he Draco isn't an NFA firearm [full-auto machine gun] or a restricted military
weapon. This beauty happens to be a civilian legal AK 47 in pistol form. It goes by
the name Draco, is manufactured in Romania and imported by Century Arms. This
pistol is chambered in the popular AK rifle caliber 7.62x39, takes standard AK-47

1

In a straw purchase, the actual buyer of the gun, being unable to pass the required federal
background check or desiring to not have his or her name associated with the transaction, uses a
proxy buyer (the straw man) who can pass the required background check to purchase the firearm.
2

From 2006 through 2011, there were more than 50,000 organized crime murders in
Mexico (Drug Violence in Mexico: Data and Analysis Through 2011, Trans-Border Institute, March
2012, http://justiceinmexico.files.wordpress.com/2010/07/2012-tbi-drugviolence.pdf).
3

See http://www.vpc.org/texas/TXZunigaIndictment110401.pdf for copy of indictment.

4

“Century Arms’ Draco AK 7.62 PDW,” Tactical Weapons, March 2011.

magazines/drums and shoots like a dream. If you're interested in high capacity +
firepower on a reliable, time tested platform—then this pistol is for you.5

Champion Firearms listed the retail price of the Draco assault pistol as
$467.00 with “Our Price: $359.00. You save $108.00!”
In the second indictment, United States v. Villalobos,6 handed down the
same month in New Mexico, more than half (117 of 208) of the illegally obtained
guns named in the indictment were AK-47 assault pistols. All but two of the guns
were purchased from one store, Chaparral Guns in Chaparral, New Mexico.
Members of the trafficking ring would purchase multiple guns at a time. In one
three-day period in February 2011, the traffickers bought 30 AK-47 pistols from
Chaparral. All were acquired with the intent of selling them on the criminal market
across the border in Mexico.
Research by the Violence Policy Center (VPC) and others makes it clear that
AK-47 pistols are a “weapon of choice” of illegal gun traffickers who purchase
firearms in the United States and then smuggle them into Mexico. A VPC review
of 114 trafficking cases in 16 states (from which the above two cases are drawn)
catalogued more than 4,800 firearms detailed in court and other legal documents.
Of the 262 assault pistols tabulated, almost all were AK-47 variant pistols (the
remainder were mostly AR-15 pistols).7
In a 2009 report Inside Gun Shows: What Goes on When Everybody Thinks
Nobody's Watching, the Violence Prevention Research Program at the University of
California, Davis, noted that 11 percent of 212 gun sellers (licensed retailers and
unlicensed vendors) at gun shows in Arizona, Nevada, Texas, and Florida had

5

In files of Violence Policy Center, downloaded July 18, 2012.

6

See http://www.vpc.org/new%20mexico/NMVillalobos110408.pdf for indictment.
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The VPC website Cross-Border Gun Trafficking: An Ongoing Analysis of the Types of
Firearms Illegally Trafficked from the United States to Mexico and Other Latin American and
Caribbean Countries as Revealed in U.S. Court Documents contains indictments and other
documents related to federal gun trafficking prosecutions filed since 2006 primarily in the southwest
United States. The site is available in both English (http://www.vpc.org/indicted.htm) and Spanish
(http://www.vpc.org/indictedesp.htm). The website’s data and legal documents offer a unique view
of the weapons favored by Mexican traffickers not revealed in the trace statistics compiled by the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF)—the make and model of guns favored
by traffickers and the methods by which they obtain such weapons. (While the site's findings offer
a snapshot of the types of firearms preferred by cross-border gun traffickers, the findings should not
be viewed in any way as offering an estimate of the overall numbers of guns attempted to be
trafficked from the U.S. into other countries.)

2

assault pistols for sale. No assault pistols were seen among 60 sellers at gun
shows in California, where such weapons are banned.8 The report notes,
“Colleagues at ATF in Southern California have indicated that these guns are now
being put to use by Mexican drug trafficking organizations.”9
Unfortunately, the AK-47 pistol is only one example of a disturbing and lethal
trend: the growing number of assault pistols available for sale on the United States
civilian market.
Not since the late 1980s and early 1990s has there been such a wide
selection of assault pistols available for sale in the United States. During that
period, UZI pistols, MAC-10s, and TEC-9s were the prominent assault pistols seen
on television and movie screens as well as displayed on gun store counters.
Today, more assault pistol makes and models are available than ever before for
civilian sale in the United States. They range from models that were named under
the now-expired federal assault weapons ban (such as the UZI pistol, MAC-10, and
Calico) to newer models such as the aforementioned AK-47 and AR-15 pistols. As
a 2011 article published in Handguns magazine titled “AR Pistols: The Hugely
Popular Rifle Platform Makes a Pretty Cool Handgun as Well” noted, “There's no
doubt in the last few years that AR pistols have become extremely popular.”10
This increase in the quantity of makes and models has been matched by an
increase in the quality of their lethality. Whereas the earlier generation of assault
pistols were primarily high-capacity military-style pistols in 9mm or 45 caliber, the
most popular models today are derived from military style assault rifles, such as the
AK-47 and AR-15. As a result, they have the penetrating power of an assault rifle

8

Wintemute, Garen, MD, MPH, Inside Gun Shows: What Goes On When Everybody Thinks
Nobody's Watching, Violence Prevention Research Program, Department of Emergency Medicine,
UC Davis School of Medicine, September 2009, http://www.ucdmc.ucdavis.edu/vprp/.
9

Wintemute, Garen, MD, MPH, Inside Gun Shows: What Goes On When Everybody Thinks
Nobody's Watching, Violence Prevention Research Program, Department of Emergency Medicine,
UC Davis School of Medicine, September 2009, http://www.ucdmc.ucdavis.edu/vprp/.
10

“AR pistols: the hugely popular rifle platform makes a pretty cool handgun as well,”
Handguns, June/July, 2011. One notable AR-15 pistol owner was Boston mobster and FBI
informant Whitey Bulger. In a July 2012 Boston Herald column on Bulger’s guns, author Howie Carr
offered this characterization of Bulger’s assault pistol by a “gun-loving friend” described as “Larry
the Loner”: “Good for bank jobs, small massacres and going out in a hail of bullets if you're also
planning on taking out a few guys along with you,” (“Old-Fashioned Piece-Nik,” The Boston Herald,
July 1, 2012).
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in the concealable format of a pistol. Whereas the most commonly worn levels of
police body armor would be able to protect the wearer from a 9mm or 45 caliber
handgun round, a .223 or 7.62 rifle round would be far more likely to penetrate.
As one poster on www.SurvivalistBoards.com wrote about the Draco AK-47 pistol,
“It can penetrate body armor and holds 30+ rounds.....I figure this is a lot of
firepower in a legal and small package.”11
In a segment of his cable television show Ted Nugent’s Spirit of the Wild
titled “Uncle Ted’s Favorite Guns,” National Rifle Association Board Member Ted
Nugent cheerfully acknowledged the military pedigree and lauded the rifle power of
the Century International Arms Centurion 39 AK-47 pistol, “This is a variation of
what they lovingly refer to as the Kalashnikov, the AK-47....This is a handgun
version, almost what you see the bad guys in Afghanistan use...7.62 x 39mm, out
of a little, short, rifle basically, but it’s a handgun, this is a handgun. It’s legal,
without a Class III ATF forms.”12
This study’s Appendix contains more than 20 examples (obtained through
gun industry catalogs, advertisements and articles in firearm publications, and gun
manufacturer websites) of assault pistols marketed in the United States. Examples
of promotional copy for these guns include the following.

P

A headline for catalog copy for the aforementioned Century International Arms
Centurion 39 AK Pistol boasts, “We brought you the 1st 100% American Made AK.
Now we bring you the 1st 100% American Made AK Pistol!” The ad text reads:
“Wow! This new Centurion 39 Pistol is totally awesome and is 100% made in the
good old U.S. of A.! The new bird cage muzzle brake and ‘shark fin’ front sight,
gives the small package a sexy new look. An ergonomic pistol grip and our
proprietary quad rail, high-tech, poly furniture, gives an incredibly cool appearance
that just oozes strength, quality and style...Perfect for home protection, CQB [Close
Quarters Battle], or a fun day of inexpensive shooting at the range, the C39 is a
trusty tool that is ready when you are. Takes all standard AK type magazines.”13

11

In files of Violence Policy Center, downloaded July 16, 2012.

12

See http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B9DdiGu6ZYI, YouTube upload date March 2,
2011. Under the National Firearms Act (NFA)—the federal law regulating machine guns, shortbarreled rifles, and other “gangster” weapons—a Class III weapons license with heightened transfer
standards would need to be obtained from the federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and
Explosives (ATF) for the civilian purchase of a short-barreled rifle.
13

See page 12 of this study.
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P

Catalog copy for the DSA Inc. SA58 PKP pistol brags, “The power of the 7.62x51
cartridge in a package a little larger than a full-size UZI. Despite it’s [sic] size, the
FAL Pistol comes with the standard features you would expect to see on a full size
FAL....With all of the features of it’s [sic] big brother, you can be sure this rifle
turned pistol ain’t your Grandma’s KAT...Receiver available with “DON’T TREAD ON
ME...,” Spartan Series Molon Labe or the American Flag engraving.14

P

According to the 2010 catalog of Masterpiece Arms, which manufactures MAC-10
pistols and rifles, "The MAC is back, and its [sic] better than ever before." The
company promises that its products have "the tactical look and feel so popular in
today’s market. There is nothing that will catch the attention of a fellow gun
enthusiast like the MAC."15

P

The 2012 catalog for I.O. Inc. explains, “The Hellpup is the little brother to the
Hellhound [AK-47] rifle. This tactical AK pistol is in 7.62x39 caliber with a 9.25”
barrel and no rear stock. It features the same Picatinny quad rail hand guard as our
Hellhound Tactical AK, and almost every assault rifle option known can be fitted to
this five pound pistol. We have a complete line of top quality accessories available
from lasers, lights, etc. Muzzle flash is suppressed with a Phantom flash hider, and
a 30 round I.O. Inc. waffle pattern polymer magazine offers lighter weight and
increased reliability when it matters most. The gun weighs only 5 pounds and has
an overall length of only 21 inches! It includes a limited lifetime manufacturer’s
warranty and is completely American-made in North Carolina.”16

P

The website of the Robinson Armament Company promises, “The xcr micro pistol is
one of the most compact auto-loading pistols capable of firing full power rifle
cartridges. It is ideal as a personal defense weapon or as a compact pistol for
backpacking. A plate on the back of the reciever [sic] accepts a QD sling swivel
(not included).”

P

Text on the website of Velocity Firearms for the VMAC45-102 ($419.00) states,
“This is a FACTORY NEW VMAC45 manufactured by Velocity Fire Arms. This is a
package deal including the pistol with one 30 Grease Gun Mag, manual, trigger
lock, and a Case. The VMAC is a descendant of the famous Military Armament
Corporation machine pistol manufactured in the early 1980's. Like the MAC 10

14

See page 18 of this study. A Greek phrase, Molon Labe is said to have been the
response of Spartan warriors to Persian demands to lay down their arms at the Battle of
Thermopylae in 480 B.C. It means, “Come and take them,” and has been adopted as a slogan by
some hard-line gun rights advocates.
15

See https://www.masterpiecearms.com/pdf/MPAwebcatalog.pdf, downloaded July 18,

2012.
16

In files of Violence Policy Center, downloaded July 19, 2012.
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they are made of a formed sheet metal lower receiver containing the trigger
mechanism and square tube upper receiver, housing the barrel and bolt assembly.
The barrel has a thread size of 7/8 x 9 for any accessories you may want...All
Pistols are test fired and guaranteed to work!!”17

P

According to the company’s website, “Calico firearms incorporate the Helical Feed
System with the option of using a 50 or 100 round drum magazine...The Helical
feed magazine can be loaded and stored indefinitely without spring fatigue, and
with the Calico speed loader, the 50 round magazine can be loaded from an open
box of ammo in less than 15 seconds and 30 seconds for 100 rounds.
“Both the pistol and carbine have virtually no muzzle climb, even with rapid firing.
Spent cases are ejected straight down in front of the trigger guard for close quarter
operation. This is very important in a combat or law enforcement tactical operation
as shells ejecting to the right give away your position...The Liberty III pistol is
comparable in weight to a big bore pistol, except the Liberty III pistol has 50 rounds
of ammunition.”18

P

According to the company’s website, “Chiappa's Mfour-22 pistol is a scaled down,
hand-held replica of the M4 Carbine. It is small enough to fit in your hand, yet
unique enough in appearance to draw a crowd. The Chiappa Mfour-22 pistol has a
6" barrel and sports many of the features of the full size M4 Carbine.”19

Unfortunately, due to Tiahrt Amendment restrictions on the release of
formerly available federal crime gun trace data20 it is not possible to determine
these guns’ use in crime in the United States beyond the anecdotal—of which there
are numerous examples as reported by Nexis.21
17

See http://velocityfirearms.com/cart/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=
8&products_id=186, downloaded January 28, 2013.
18

See http://calicolightweaponsystems.com/home/ downloaded July 18, 2012.

19

In files of Violence Policy Center, downloaded July 18, 2012.

20

Since fiscal year 2004, legislation making appropriations for ATF has contained language
severely restricting release of information about guns traced to crime scenes contained in the
agency’s Firearms Tracing System database. This restriction has become known as the “Tiahrt
Amendment,” after its principal sponsor, former Representative Todd Tiahrt (R-KS). For many years,
crime gun tracing data was publicly available under the provisions of the Freedom of Information
Act (FOIA). The Tiahrt Amendment prohibits ATF from releasing any data contained in the
database, except in a limited fashion to individual law enforcement agencies.
21

For example: "CHP officer shot Sunday evening," The Bakersfield Californian, May 7,
2012, “A California Highway Patrol officer suffered injuries to his hand and chest when an occupant
of an SUV opened fire on him Sunday evening...The weapon used was a 9-millimeter handgun,

6

Looking at the burgeoning number of assault pistol models available, their
proven appeal to Mexican traffickers, and anecdotal reports of their use in crime,
assault pistols—many of which offer “full rifle power in a very compact
package”...”perfect for...CQB [close quarters battle]”—represent the next step in
the gun industry’s constant and ever increasing embrace of heightened lethality.

possibly a MAC 10-type"; "Prosecutor seeks more prison for terror threats," The Associated Press
State & Local Wire, April 28, 2012, "Prosecutors had wanted to throw the book at Olutosin
Oduwole, arguing that the aspiring rapper's note threatening a Virginia Tech-like killing spree while
he attended a southwestern Illinois university justified a maximum 15-year prison sentence. What
Oduwole got last December was just five years behind bars...A gun dealer had tipped them [federal
agents] off earlier in the month that Oduwole appeared overly anxious to get four semiautomatic
weapons including an UZI-like MAC 10 that he had ordered; "State AG: Shooter, woman found
dead in Greenland home,” Foster's Daily Democrat (New Hampshire), April 14, 2012, "Many
questions remain after the man investigators believe shot and killed Police Chief Mike Maloney and
injured four other officers was found dead inside his residence early Friday morning...Investigators
reportedly also believe a semi-automatic assault pistol was likely used in the shootout with police";
"Man in crime spree sentenced to 44 years," December 16, 2011, The Kansas City Star, "The bullet
that ended Lee Malek’s police career also ended the short, violent and prolific criminal rampage of
the man who fired it...He had just been promoted to sergeant in June 2007 when his patrol car was
nearly hit by a reckless driver. The car had been stolen at gunpoint a few hours earlier in Kansas
City, Kan., and Malek pursued the vehicle until it stalled. The driver...jumped out with a MAC-10
semiautomatic and began firing at Malek, who fired back"; "Police say Fort Drum soldier had assault
pistol loaded with 100 rounds," Watertown Daily Times (New York), October 27, 2011, "Watertown
police say a Fort Drum soldier was found possessing three guns, including an assault weapon loaded
with 100 rounds, during a disturbance early Saturday morning...in the bed of the truck was a Kel
Tec PLR-16 .223 caliber gas-operated semi-automatic pistol loaded with 100 rounds"; "Memories
didn't die with officer," San Antonio Express-News, October 23, 2011, "Next, Garcia carried his
MAC-10 to the porch and fired at his wife's relatives...When the MAC-10 ran out of ammunition,
Garcia went back into the house, reappeared holding an AK-47 and shot wildly until that weapon ran
out of bullets, too"; "Two Berkeley men arrested, guns seized in possible retaliation mission," Contra
Costa Times (California), September 9, 2011, "Two Berkeley men who police believe were in East
Oakland to avenge a friend's recent slaying were arrested Thursday night and three loaded guns,
including an assault pistol, were recovered during a police response that saw the evacuation of a
market...."; "Man sought in robbery of South Fayette gun shop," Pittsburgh Tribune-Review, June 9,
2011, "Police are looking for a man who entered a South Fayette gun store just after 10 a.m.
Wednesday, shot a clerk in an arm and the chest [and] stole a .45-caliber handgun...Police believe
the suspect is armed with a MAC-10 assault pistol."
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American Spirit
www.americanspiritarms.com
Scottsdale, AZ

American Spirit 7.5 Inch AR-15 Pistol
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American Tactical Imports
www.americantactical.us
Rochester, NY

American Tactical Imports German Sport 522PK
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Bushmaster
www.bushmaster.com
Madison, NC

Bushmaster Carbon 15 Type 97S Pistol
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Calico Light Weapons Systems
www.calicolightweaponsystems.com
Cornelius, OR

Calico Light Weapons Systems Liberty III Tactical
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Century International Arms
www.centuryarms.com
Delray Beach, FL

M92 PAP AK Pistol with Optional “Stablizing Brace”
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Century International Arms
www.centuryarms.com
Delray Beach, FL

Century International Arms Centurion 39 AK Pistol
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Century International Arms
www.centuryarms.com
Delray Beach, FL

Century International Arms Colefire Magnum
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Century International Arms
www.centuryarms.com
Delray Beach, FL

Century Arms Draco AK Pistol
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Century International Arms
www.centuryarms.com
Delray Beach, FL

Century International Arms Mini-Draco AK Pistol with Drum Ammunition Magazine
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Chiappa Firearms (MKS Supply)
www.mkschiappa.com
Dayton, OH

Chiappa Firearms Mfour-22 Pistol
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DoubleStar Corporation
www.star15.com
Winchester, KY

DoubleStar Corporation AR Pistol
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DSA Inc.
www.dsarms.com
Lake Barrington, IL

DSA Inc. SA58 PKP Pistol
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I.O. Inc.
www.ioinc.us
Monroe, NC

I.O. Inc. AK-47 Hellpup Pistol
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Kel-Tec
www.keltecweapons.com
Cocoa, FL

PLR 16 Pistol
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Masterpiece Arms
www.masterpiecearms.com
Carrollton, GA

Various Masterpiece Arms MPA Series Pistols
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Olympic Arms, Inc.
www.olyarms.com
Olympia, WA

Olympic Arms OA-93 AR-15 Pistol
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PTR Industries
www.ptr91.com
Farmington, CT

PTR 91 PDW
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Robinson Armament Company
www.xcr.robarm.com
North Salt Lake, UT

Robinson Armament Company XCR-L Pistol
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Rock River Arms
www.rockriverarms.com
Colona, IL

Rock River Arms RRA LAR-15 Pistols
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Sig Sauer
www.sigsauer.com
Exeter, NH

Sig Sauer P556 Pistol
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Thompson/Auto Ordnance (Kahr Arms)
www.tommygun.com
Worcester, MA

Thompson TA5100D Pistol
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Vector Arms
www.vectorarms.com
North Salt Lake, UT

Vector Arms UZI Mini Pistol

Vector Arms UZI Full-Sized Pistol
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Velocity Firearms
www.velocityfirearms.com
Duluth, MN

Velocity Firearms VMAC45-103
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